
Dear students, 

Beginning Tuesday, February 1st, we will begin splitting Pathways into two periods in Enriching 

Students - Pathways A and Pathways B.  This will allow staff and students to schedule two 

appointments and create some additional flexibility. 

How you schedule appointments remains the same; only now you have two time slots.  From your 

Scheduled Courses landing page, you will see your schedule for both periods: 

 

From the Schedule page, where you make appointments, you will need to select which period (A or B) 

you are making the appointment for.  There is a green PERIODS button that brings up a menu where you 

can change the period. 

 

 



Pathways A will last from 8:30 – 9:09am.  Pathways B will last from 9:14-9:53am.  The five minutes in 

between will be a transition time for those with multiple appointments only.  It is not a passing 

period. 

Attendance will be taken during both periods, A and B.  Check your schedule for where you are 

assigned. (Remember that there is an app that makes checking your schedule easy!) 

Release time is available for both Pathways A and B or Pathways A only.  If you wish to take release 

time for the whole block, you must sign up for both A and B (making two appointments).   

You can sign up for release time for Pathways A only and schedule an appointment for Pathways B.  Plan 

your arrival accordingly.  

If you have an appointment scheduled for Pathways A, you are to remain on campus in a supervised 

location for Pathways B.  Students will not be permitted to leave the building for release during 

Pathways B only.  

In general, students must be in a supervised location while in the building.  If you do not wish to be in 

your Pathways classroom, sign up to go to a large study space.  (We hope to add other options for 

students in the near future.) 

On required Employability Skills days, lessons will occur during Pathways A (although exceptions may 

occur).  Staff and students may schedule other appointments during Pathways B. 

As usual, any students without existing appointments in Pathways A and/or Pathways B will be mass 

scheduled to their regular Pathways classroom around 2pm the day before/on a Royal day.  Students 

have the ability to overwrite a homeroom/Pathways classroom appointment until 11:59pm. 

Thank you for your cooperation and flexibility while we continue to refine options for staff and students! 

Please reach out with any questions to Assistant Principal Mrs. Brown, smbrown@hse.k12.in.us. 


